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The Crown Family
Philanthropies
and the Jack and
Goldie Wolfe Miller
Fund are pleased
to partner with
Slingshot to bring
you this edition of
Slingshot, which
highlights innovative
organizations in and
around Chicago.

Introduction

A

s you will read, there is a lot happening in
Jewish life across Chicago, much of which you
may not even be aware. We are thrilled to showcase
16 projects in this Chicago edition of Slingshot.
We hope this guide inspires you to find new
programs in which you, your family and your friends
can become involved. Visit these organizations’
websites, go to their activities and support them
financially. We are so inspired by the Jewish
innovation in our region. Join us in celebration and
help Jewish life continue to thrive in Chicago!
Lesley Said Matsa
Program Officer, Crown Family Philanthropies
Alicia Schuyler Oberman
Foundation Director,
Jack and Goldie Wolfe Miller Fund

W

elcome to the 2016 Chicago edition
of Slingshot. We are thrilled to present
this guide highlighting a region that is at
the forefront of Jewish innovation in the
Midwest. Chicago’s Jewish innovators,
funders and community are proving that
the creative expressions of Jewish life
we’ve highlighted over Slingshot’s 11
years are alive and well—and growing—in
local communities all over the country.

We hope that you will use this book as a
resource to inspire a deeper connection to
Jewish life in Chicago. Find something that
excites you and make a gift or get involved
with one of these groups. Your support of
their work will strengthen the field. Your
participation in any one of these wonderful
programs will enrich you. Both will support
continued growth in the sector and help to
inspire an ongoing culture of innovation.

Slingshot founders set out “to collect, in
one digest, some of the more exciting new
expressions of Jewish life in America,”
to be used by funders of all sizes and
ages to support innovative expressions
of Jewish life. As we continue to search
out the most innovative projects, we are
happy to see local Jewish communities
embracing the spirit of this work with
such enthusiasm. There can be no doubt,
in looking through these pages, that
Chicago has emerged as a bustling center
of innovation in the Midwest. Whether
you find new organizations that began in
response to a local need or discover a
national organization that has opened its
doors in Chicago to impact local issues,
this guide paints the picture of a vibrant
community that is anything but traditional.

Thank you for your interest in the guide.
We look forward to hearing your feedback
about this Chicago edition of Slingshot.
We will continue to highlight innovation
in Chicago and hope you will join us as
we celebrate and explore this exciting
space both on and off the page!

Questions about the process?
Visit www.slingshotfund.org/methodology

Stefanie Rhodes
Executive Director, Slingshot
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01
Developing and
engaging a network
of Jewish leaders
working to promote
social justice and
fight domestic
poverty.

contact
Cheryl Cook
email
ccook@avodah.net
phone
212-545-7759
website
www.avodah.net
twitter
@avodah_tjsc
address
45 West 36th Street, 8th Floor
New York, NY 10018
founded
1998
board chair
Benetta Mansfield
2015 expenses
$2,486,220

AVODAH

With talk of income inequality and the 1 percent dominating
the media, the mission of AVODAH, a Jewish Service
Corps founded in 1998 that, among other things, trains
recent college graduates to become poverty fighters and
advocates for social change, seems particularly prescient.
Over the past 17 years, more than 700 young adults
committed to helping the most vulnerable Americans
have participated in AVODAH’s service program, working
with local antipoverty organizations in Chicago, New York
City, Washington, D.C., and New Orleans. By addressing
pressing problems such as hunger and domestic violence,
these young adults build leadership skills that have led
them into more than 60 Jewish organizations across the
country. A recent Pew study found that while many Jewish
millennials feel distanced from their religious heritage,
more than half felt “working for justice” was essential to
being Jewish. AVODAH tackles both these issues, giving
young people the chance to connect with their Jewish
roots while doing meaningful work in social justice.
The crux of AVODAH’s mission and its hallmark is its
unique, yearlong service program, in which adults ages 21
to 26 live communally while working to fight poverty and
receiving leadership training. In Chicago, for instance, since
2006, 118 postcollege Jewish adults have participated
in the program, providing services to 95,000 of the city’s
poorest residents through partnerships with 45 local
organizations. Among others, AVODAH works with Moishe
House, Mishkan, Anshe Emet Synagogue, American Jewish
World Service, Jewish Council on Urban Affairs and the
JUF Uptown Café, playing a key role as a convener of the
Jewish social justice community as it helps to build and
strengthen the movement for change. With its extensive
alumni programs and its emphasis on developing Jewish
thought leaders who reach thousands with their editorials,
speaking engagements and teaching platforms, AVODAH
makes a significant difference: To date, its alumni have
added more than $14.7 million in muscle to antipoverty
organizations and helped nearly 600,000 people in need.
In the process, AVODAH is cultivating a new generation
of Jewish leaders committed to real social change,
justice and, ultimately, helping to put an end to poverty.

B’nai Mitzvah Revolution
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Jewish youth have a dropout problem. Not from high
school or even college but from Jewish life—after the
haftarah is learned, the hora danced and the photographs
posted on Facebook. There’s a reason for the staggering
falloff in Jewish participation after this milestone, and B’nai
Mitzvah Revolution seeks to address the root causes of
this teenage exodus. Instead of the standard, cookie-cutter
b’nai mitzvah experience in many religious schools and
synagogues, BMR professionals and laypersons aim to
bring back meaning to this rite of passage, tailoring the
ceremony to the different maturity levels of teens, and the
needs and desires of the families involved. With five main
cohort groups across the country and a vibrant website,
blog and social media presence, BMR is not about teens
learning a rote set of skills, then “graduating.” Instead, it
promotes the idea that a bar or bat mitzvah is a time to
ask the big questions about life and Jewish living, and
become the genesis of a deeper engagement in Judaism.

Creating models
of preparation and
celebration for b’nai
mitzvah that are
more engaging,
meaningful and
relevant for both
young people and
their families.

In Chicago, specifically, BMR gathers participating
congregations five times a year to share learning and
news, and to collaborate in an environment in which
assumptions about b’nai mitzvah can be challenged
and all questions can be brought to the table. These
gatherings are also an opportunity to practice various
tools and skills with congregational teams and to create
specific steps for implementing them. Beyond Chicago,
BMR has connected with a network of 130 congregations
across the country, working with leaders and families
to come up with more-innovative ways of marking the
ritual and then sharing these experiments, just as they
do in Chicago. Change can be difficult, particularly in
synagogues, which, by definition, are tied to tradition.
The organization provides a framework for Jewish leaders
open to reimagining what a bar or bat mitzvah can be—
an experience that is personally meaningful for children
and families, and that reflects their values and needs. By
creating an atmosphere in which b’nai mitzvah traditions
can be challenged and any question raised, BMR follows in
the tradition of Judaism, which is based on questioning to
reap knowledge, understanding and, ultimately, a deeper
connection to Judaism that lasts long after the celebration.

phone
212-650-4138

contact
Irene Lehrer Sandalow
email
isandalow@urj.org

website
www.bnaimitzvahrevolution.org
twitter
@bnaimitzvahrev
address
1121 Lake Cook Road, Suite D
Deerfield, IL 60015
founded
2014
board chair
Daryl Messinger
2015 expenses
$116,000
project of
The Union for Reform Judaism
and Hebrew Union College
founding year of
parent organizations
1873 and 1875, respectively
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A daily after-school
program bringing
together a diverse
community that
echoes the summer
camp experience.

contact
Megan Abraham
email
megan@bayitevanston.com
phone
847-906-8508
website
www.BayitEvanston.com
twitter
@BayitEvanston
address
1330 Ridge Avenue
Evanston, IL 60201
founded
2013
2015 expenses
$200,000

Bayit Afterschool

Bayit Afterschool immerses children in exploration
of Jewish identity and community while
simultaneously offering much-needed high-quality
after-school childcare for busy families. Engaging
families with children ages 4 to 10 who stem
from diverse backgrounds ranging from interfaith
to Modern Orthodox and who speak Russian,
Hebrew and Spanish at home, Bayit Afterschool
meets young Jewish families where they are:
juggling early careers, seeking new models of
engagement and open to Jewish opportunities
that require no prequalifications—all under the
auspices of a Jewish after-school care program.
A multigenerational mix of Israeli and American
educators and college-aged counselors—called
madrichim—infuse Hebrew and Jewish content
into after-school activities, fostering a framework
of serious Jewish learning and creating authentic
relationships and meaningful connection to Jewish
life in Chicago. As the rate of unaffiliated Jews soars
to more than 60 percent in Chicago, Bayit Afterschool
is creating community among its children and their
families. In addition to after-school-care, it provides
monthly family learning experiences that are open to
all and attract children, parents and grandparents.
Bayit Afterschool also works with a consultant on
inclusion for children with special needs, making this
a truly welcoming place for all of Chicago’s families.

Big Tent Judaism:
Chicago
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As American society continues to become more
inclusive, there remains a significant number of
Jews—or people married to Jews—who are still on
the margins of Jewish life, unable to find a welcoming
synagogue or a way to integrate themselves into
traditional (or even nontraditional) Jewish culture and
life. That’s where Big Tent Judaism (formerly known
as Jewish Outreach International, or JOI) comes in.
Mindful that only 39 percent of Jewish households
have any connection to Jewish life, Big Tent Judaism
marshals a network of Concierges, Professional
Affiliates and Ambassadors, both nationally and in
the Chicago area, to share the benefits of Jewish
life with the disengaged, as well as with intermarried
and LGBT couples, multiracial families and people
with disabilities, among others. In 2014, on-theground, trained outreach specialists reached more
than 1,800 less involved Jews and unaffiliated
families—and more than 600 of these became more
deeply engaged, participating in at least one of
the 60 events that took place in the community.

Opening the tent
of the Jewish
community to better
welcome and more
deeply engage
less-engaged Jews
and unaffiliated
intermarried
families.

In Chicago and elsewhere, Big Tent Judaism uses
what it dubs its Public Space Judaism methodology,
which includes programs such as Sunday in
the Park with Bagels, for which 11 local Jewish
institutions set up tables and offered family-friendly
activities in Deerpath Park—an event that reached
300 people. The goal: to draw Chicagoans into
the Jewish community while raising awareness
of these marginalized Jewish populations in area
JCCs and synagogues. By extending an open
hand to people typically confined to the edges
of Jewish life, Big Tent Judaism builds a more
inclusive, open, welcoming and diverse community
of Jews, sharing the meaning and value of Jewish
life with everyone who wants to take part.

website
www.bigtentjudaism.org/chicago

contact
Alyssa Latala
email
alyssa@bigtentjudaism.org
phone
224-323-3472

twitter
@bigtentjudaism
address
1040 Avenue of the Americas
Suite 9A
New York, NY 10018
founded
2012
board chair(s)
Lee Livingston
2015 expenses
$275,000
project of
Big Tent Judaism
parent org founded
1987
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Developing peacebuilding and
leadership skills in
Israeli, Palestinian
and American teens.

contact
Gretchen Grad
email
ggrad@handsofpeace.org
phone
847-707-7033
website
www.handsofpeace.org
address
1000 Elm Street
Glenview, IL 60025
founded
2002
board chair(s)
Wendy Rhodes
2015 expenses
$481,955

Hands of Peace

With the ongoing Israeli-Palestinian conflict in the West
Bank—and within Israel itself—at a boiling point, it can
be difficult for even Jews to have a civil conversation
about the topic among themselves. Often, the
Palestinian question feels too explosive to talk about.
Hands of Peace gets people talking—specifically,
young people—bringing together Palestinian, Israeli
and American teenagers for intensive 18-day summer
programs in Chicago and San Diego (the newest
program). Founded in 2002 by Gretchen Grad, who
was joined by a Jewish mother and a Muslim mother,
HOP now brings together 70 teens for team-building
activities, leadership training and daily dialogues with
facilitators, as teens (and the families that host them)
get to know people from the “other” side in a neutral,
safe setting. Not just a summer vacation, HOP nurtures
the seeds of conflict resolution in the Middle East.
The Hands of Peace summer experience is only the
first step these teens—and the families and volunteers
who come into contact with them—take in terms
of learning to look at the conflict in a more open,
empathetic and analytical way. Many alumni go on
to lead anti-racism workshops back home, march in
peace demonstrations and become leaders in the push
for Middle East peace, launching creative initiatives in
their own communities. Just as crucial, HOP’s strong
alumni program, including four seminars in Israel,
guest speaker events and community service, allows
graduates to continue to put the peace-building skills
they learned at camp into action. As a result, HOP’s
scope continues to grow: Last summer, 66 teens
attended the 2015 programs in Chicago and San Diego
and 400 volunteers provided food and lodging. Most
participants report feeling a deeper level of tolerance
and understanding after their HOP experience. As
one of the observant-Jewish volunteer families said of
their experience of hosting a Palestinian Muslim teen:
“Hosting was one of the most enriching experiences
my family has had.… In 2½ weeks, champions of
peace for the Israeli-Palestinian conflict are born.”

InterfaithFamily/Chicago

Interfaith marriage may be a historically taboo topic
among Jews, but it’s not going away any time soon.
A 2013 survey from the Pew Research Foundation
found that of non-Orthodox Jews who have married
since 2000, only 28 percent married other Jews and
72 percent intermarried. But intermarriage does not
necessarily have to mean abandoning Judaism: The
same survey showed that among adults under 30
with one Jewish parent, 59 percent are Jewish today,
a significant increase from Americans 65 and older
with one Jewish parent, who are only 25 percent
likely to be Jewish. InterfaithFamily is committed to
continuing this upward trend by offering resources
to interfaith families—from wedding officiants who
will conduct interfaith ceremonies to workshops on
holidays to locating welcoming synagogues. The
goal: to offer families with one Jewish spouse or
people with one Jewish parent the chance to explore
Jewish life in a safe, nonjudgmental, authentic way.
The crux of IFF is its robust website, chock-full of
personal stories and the go-to address for families
seeking information on life cycle events and local
programs, among other things. IFF is also about
advocacy and inclusion: The only organization
directly addressing the issue of wedding officiation—
always controversial—IFF provides resource centers
designed to help rabbis and other professionals
work with interfaith families, training leaders to be
welcoming, and it offers Jewish learning experiences
that strengthen the entire community. The IFF/Your
Community programs—launched in Chicago in 2011—
are now available in seven major cities, publicizing
Jewish events, working with local JCCs and libraries,
and, ultimately, spreading the message that interfaith
families deserve the opportunity to be Jewish and
can and should be a vibrant part of the community.
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Supporting interfaith
families in exploring
Jewish life and
community.

contact
Rabbi Ari Moffic
email
arim@interfaithfamily.com
phone
312-470-6071
website
www.interfaithfamily.com
twitter
@interfaithfam
address
300 Revere Drive, #221
Northbrook, IL 60062
founded
2011
board chair(s)
Lynda Schwartz
2015 expenses
$3,225,134
project of
InterfaithFamily
parent org founded
2001
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Connecting Jewish
and interfaith new
and expectant
parents to Jewish
life in Chicago.

contact
Deborah Cooper
email
deborahcooper@juf.org
phone
312-357-4844
website
www.juf.org/jbabychicago
twitter
@JBabyChicago
address
Jewish United Fund of
Metropolitan Chicago
30 South Wells Street
Chicago, IL 60606
founded
2014
board chair(s)
Bill Silverstein
2015 expenses
$499,724
project of
Jewish United Fund of
Metropolitan Chicago
parent org founded
1900

jBaby Chicago

Although the secular world is bursting with playgroups
and classes for babies, the 7,000-plus parents in
Chicago with children under two had few options
when it came to finding Jewish-oriented classes,
social events and connections, partly because only
a third of these parents were members of a JCC or
synagogue. JBaby Chicago fills that gap, connecting
Jewish and interfaith families with children under
two years old with the activities and resources
they crave—Jewish playgroups, classes and, most
important, other families like them—making it easier
for isolated new parents to live a vibrant Jewish life.
JBaby was launched after research commissioned
by the Jewish United Fund revealed that 71 percent
of Chicago parents of young children were not as
connected to the Jewish community as they wanted
to be and—surprisingly—that 68 percent would prefer
Jewish to secular programming for their children. Now
Chicago parents have that programming, including
18 jBaby-developed playgroups and 22 events such
as Bagels in the Park and Dreidels and Donuts that
engaged 575 families in 2014. With its network of
Parent Ambassadors, who hand-deliver baby swag
bags to new parents, stocked with products from
local retailers, jBaby brings new Jewish and interfaith
parents face-to-face; attendees of the high-quality
playgroups, classes and holiday events have gone
on to join synagogues together. Indeed, 90 percent
of jBaby participants say they’ve made a friend
through a class or event with whom they intend to
keep in touch. Beyond friendship, jBaby delivers
on the promise of helping young families lead a
more enriching Jewish life, bringing the power and
beauty of our rituals and traditions to young families
at a time when they need these things most.

Jewish Council on
Urban Affairs

With its roots in the Civil Rights movement of the
early 1960s, the Jewish Council on Urban Affairs
works to redress problems in Chicago’s most
vulnerable communities, problems that nonetheless
seem uniquely 21st century: police brutality, racism,
affordable housing and immigration reform, among
them. By bringing together Jewish leaders who raise
awareness of and invest in struggling neighborhoods,
JCUA build bridges with groups facing systemic
discrimination, raising powerful Jewish voices
to help make Chicago a more equitable city.
JCUA fulfills this lofty mission with five vibrant
programs, among them Or Tzedek, a teen social
justice institute that connects teenagers with their city
and helps them understand how to effect change.
Community Investment, a zero-interest loan fund,
is designed to help make housing more affordable
and to finance economic development projects that
benefit low-income residents. By partnering directly
with the people who are affected by poverty and
injustice, JCUA also seeks to combat anti-Semitism
through direct relationships rather than from afar.
Involved teens and Jewish Council on Racial Equality
volunteers find that the work is transformative,
strengthening their Jewish identity while broadening
their understanding of other cultures, courtesy
of programs like the Jewish Muslim Community
Building Initiative, which opposes hate crimes
against Jews and Muslims through events such as
Jewish Muslim Text Studies and the Rabbi-Imam
Dialogue, creating an all-too-rare coming together
of two historically opposed communities. Ultimately,
though, the goal of JCUA is even broader than that:
It seeks to remind Jews of our history of oppression
and how important it is that the Jewish community
stand with those who face oppression today.
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Bringing the Jewish
community together
to create positive
social change that
combats racism,
discrimination and
anti-Semitism in
partnership with
diverse communities
in Chicago.

contact
Judy Levey
email
judy@jcua.org
phone
312-663-0960
website
www.jcua.org
twitter
@JCUA_News
address
610 S. Michigan, Suite 400
Chicago, IL 60605
founded
1964
board chair(s)
Rabbi Capers Funnye
2015 expenses
$855,000
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Seriously creative
text study for
children and families
in a warm afterschool community.

contact
Rabbi Rebecca Milder
email
jewish.enrichment.center@gmail.com
phone
773-234-9403
website
www.jewishenrichment.org
twitter
@remilder
address
5200 South Hyde Park Boulevard
Chicago, IL 60615
founded
2011
board chair(s)
Beth Niestat
2015 expenses
$250,000

Jewish Enrichment Center

Steeped in the Jewish educational tradition of
constantly questioning, Chicago’s Jewish Enrichment
Center is a new kind of after-school program for
children from infancy to age 10 and their families.
The JEC offers high-quality care for diverse
families, including non-Jews, who want their kids
to be curious, critical thinkers who care for and
look out for others. The center promotes a longterm project-based approach to learning, taking
its cues from each child while focusing on three
major Jewish themes each school year that the
children ultimately make their own, with ambitious
art installations, language and spirited discussion.
Located in Hyde Park, the JEC employs a philosophy
of education known as Reggio Emilia, which grounds
a dynamic Jewish curriculum in each child’s interests
and questions. The kids at JEC are encouraged
to have their own opinions about Torah, G-d and
Judaism, and they carry these opinions and beliefs
out into an increasingly complex world, a world in
which Judaism is being challenged from different
avenues, ready to grow and eventually serve as
articulate leaders who identify and believe in Jewish
values—because they have made them their own.

KAHAL: Your Jewish
Home Abroad

Each year, 25,000 American Jewish students study
abroad—that’s 25 percent of all Jewish students
in this country. Most hope for an eye-opening,
perspective-changing, transformative experience,
and many get just that. What they don’t get is a
Jewish experience. KAHAL: Your Jewish Home
Abroad combines the adventure of foreign study
with immersion in local Jewish life. The only
organization of its kind available to all Jewish studyabroaders, KAHAL taps into campus groups like
Hillel and Chabad to connect with students before
they leave, ensuring that they will have access
to everything from Passover seders to Sabbath
services in their new, temporary homes, adding
to the richness of their study abroad (and Jewish)
experience—and deepening their Jewish identity.
With partners in 79 cities around the world,
KAHAL engages students at a crucial juncture
in their lives—a time when they are more open
to exploring what it means to be Jewish in the
wider world. KAHAL gives students access
to communities and people they might not
otherwise encounter—at seders, synagogues or
sabbath dinners—but goes beyond the rituals
and holidays. Working with the European Union
of Jewish Students, B’nai B’rith International and
B’nai B’rith Europe, KAHAL hosted the first EU
Activism Seminar, in Brussels, bringing together
10 American Jewish study abroad students with
10 European Jewish students to explore the power
and value of a unified global Jewish community.
These kinds of meaningful programs translate
to greater involvement in Jewish life once these
students return home, ultimately nurturing a new,
international-minded generation of Jewish leaders.
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Creating
transformative
experiences for
Jewish study
abroad students.

contact
Alex Jakubowski
email
Alex@KahalAbroad.org
phone
847-212-8777
website
www.KahalAbroad.org
twitter
@KahalAbroad
address
1806 Colfax Street
Evanston, IL 60201
founded
2013
board chair(s)
Jay Feldman
2015 expenses
$150,000
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Providing integrated
educational,
recreational
and vocational
programming for
individuals with
intellectual and
developmental
disabilities within
the framework of
Jewish values
and traditions.

contact
Abbie Weisberg
email
abbie@keshet.org
phone
847-205-1234, ext. 309
website
www.keshet.org
twitter
@keshetchicago
address
600 Academy Drive, Suite 130
Northbrook, Il 60062
founded
1982
board chair(s)
Joel Klein
2015 expenses
$5,540,800

Keshet: A Rainbow of
Hope for Individuals with
Special Needs
Building on a framework of Jewish values and
traditions, Keshet: A Rainbow of Hope for Individuals
with Special Needs pioneered the inclusion model
at a time when children with disabilities were not
welcomed into the mainstream community. Now
well into its fourth decade, Keshet continues to
create opportunities for the disabled to lead dignified
and productive lives, but has also evolved into a
multifaceted organization that offers integrated
classroom programs up to high school. It also
offers a program for high school students who
“fall between the cracks,” a post–high school
transition program and adult day programs.
Recreational programs include day and overnight
summer camps, Buddy Baseball, Buddy Bowling
and sponsoring a team in the Special Olympics.
Keshet services children starting at age three
and stands by them throughout their lifetime.
Keshet works with every kind of intellectual and
developmental disability. Operating within traditional
Jewish values, Keshet is also open to people of all
ethnic backgrounds. Indeed, public school districts
often refer students to Keshet when none of their
schools can adequately serve their needs. Keshet’s
compassionate and personalized model of inclusion
has been replicated in major cities nationwide,
including New York, Miami, Los Angeles, Boston and
Dallas, as well as Toronto. In fall 2015, Keshet opened
its first residential home for the intellectually and
developmentally disabled. In 2020, Keshet will begin
to take care of their families as well, building a respite
house that offers support and community, creating
opportunities for families to bond and relax together.

Mishkan Chicago

Most of today’s Jewish millennials do not belong
to synagogues—they find them pricey or irrelevant
or simply inconvenient. Yet research shows that
this group of twenty and thirtysomethings crave a
sense of spiritual engagement. Mishkan Chicago is
filling this need in the greater Chicago area, not with
gimmicks or one-off events but by using traditional
Jewish methods and rituals: one-on-one study,
dynamic Shabbat and High Holidays services that
draw hundreds (more than 1,400 people attended
Mishkan’s Get Higher 5775 High Holidays services
in 2014), meaningful internships, stimulating classes
and, yes, social events—all with a touch of cool
that has given Mishkan a reputation for being very
21st century with a deeply spiritual Jewish heart.
The mission—to inject traditional Jewish values with a
dose of modernity—shines through Mishkan’s Talmud
classes, leadership teams (there’s a Davening team,
a Giving Circle and a Social Justice team, among
others) and one-on-one learning sessions that bring
together Jewish young adults and leaders in the
community for mutual inspiration. The programs are
working: Eighty percent of the 2,000 adults touched
by Mishkan in 2014 said it provided them with a
Jewish community they didn’t—and couldn’t—find
elsewhere. That’s because, unlike some Chicagoarea synagogues, which focus on more-established
families in the suburbs, all of these programs are
designed to be affordable, geographically accessible
(the Neighborhood Captains program reaches out to
Jews living in previously underserved urban Chicago
neighborhoods) and welcoming to Jews of all stripes,
creating a community for the next generation of Jews
and a model for engaging today’s Jewish millennials.
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Engaging and
inspiring people
through dynamic
experiences of
Jewish prayer,
learning and
community building,
with a particular
focus on engaging
those still seeking
out their place in the
Jewish community.

contact
Rachel Cort
email
rachel@mishkanchicago.org
phone
773-893-0613
website
www.mishkanchicago.org
twitter
@mishkanchicago
address
4001 North Ravenswood
403A
Chicago, IL 60613
founded
2011
board chair(s)
James Edward Johnson
2015 expenses
$802,000
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Creatively redefining
Jewish life for
twentysomethings
through a peerled model of
connection,
leadership and
engagement.

contact
David Cygielman
email
david@moishehouse.org
phone
704-512-0409
website
www.moishehouse.org
twitter
@moishehouse
address
441 Saxony Road, Barn 2
Encinitas, CA 92924
founded
2006
board chair
Jim Heeger
2015 expenses
$6,740,000

Moishe House

The magic of Moishe House in Chicago lies in its
extraordinary ability to connect young Jews to their
community. In 2014, both residents and participants in
Chicago’s four Moishe Houses reported exponentially
more fellowship with other young Jews, achieved
in large part through the 264 programs offered that
year. Many of these activities were collaborations with
panoply of local and national Jewish organizations,
and a third of them were hosted by Moishe House,
helping to solidify both its connection to and
prominence in Chicago’s young Jewish alliance.
Worldwide, 83 Moishe Houses exist in 20 countries.
Through alumni follow-up and community activities,
the organization engages nearly 100,000 Jews
each year. Geared for adults ages 22 to 30, Moishe
House provides subsidized housing for two or
three leaders in a single house or apartment and
empowers them to create their own ideal Jewish
community, opening up their home to share and
further bolster their vision with young Jews at large.
Activities include everything from Shabbat and
holiday celebrations to single-topic retreats, challah
making and walking tours. During their tenure at
Moishe House, residents grow in their confidence
and ability to lead Jewish rituals, and many adopt
new, self-tailored Jewish practices to carry through
their adulthood and pass down to their children.
In addition to its vast North American presence,
Moishe has made homes in Russia, South Africa,
Israel, Australia, China and elsewhere—extending
and welcoming the Jewish community wherever it
finds itself both geographically and ideologically.

Orot: Center for
New Jewish Learning

Many Jewish organizations focus on teaching and
the dissemination of Jewish knowledge, but Orot:
Center for New Jewish Learning, in Chicago, does
these two things very differently. Orot, founded in
2014, is already garnering attention for its classes
that go beyond intellect to touch each student’s
heart, body and spirit. Simply put, Orot seeks to
make Torah and other tenets of Jewish learning
meaningful and relevant to students’ everyday
lives. To that end, Orot’s instructors explore Jewish
texts not just through reading, recitation and even
discussion, but through music, meditation, art,
movement and creative writing, to list a few of the
many methods used. And just like its flexible mode
of teaching, Orot is also designed to appeal to Jews
of all backgrounds, affiliations and skill levels.
Weekly classes and periodic half-day retreats focus
on topics such as holidays or Torah study through
art and poetry, always with an emphasis on how
students can imbue these subjects and events with
deeply personal meaning. Students can also partner
individually with faculty mentors—for direction,
inspiration and goal-setting. And in fall 2015, Orot
expanded its reach, offering classes to high school
students and bringing in musicians, poets, actors
and visual artists to keep the Jewish learning process
vital and engaging for the next generation, as well.
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A pluralistic home
for mindful Jewish
learning and
practice that offers
classes, workshops
and retreats for
teenagers and
adults.

contact
Rebecca Minkus-Lieberman
email
orotchicago@gmail.com
phone
773-983-6040
website
www.orotcenter.org
twitter
@OrotChicago
address
P.O. Box 1471
Skokie, IL 60076
founded
2014
board chair(s)
Jane Shapiro
Sam Feinsmith
Jordan Bendat Appell
2015 expenses
$33,000
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Helping Jewish
day schools in
greater Chicago
serve children with
different learning
styles and
special needs.

contact
Julie Gordon
email
JulieGordan@jcfs.org
phone
773-467-3772
website
www.jcfs.org/REACH
address
Joy Faith Knapp Children’s Center
3145 West Pratt Avenue
Chicago, IL 60645
founded
2011
board chair(s)
Daniel J. Wander
2015 expenses
$1,145,172
project of
Jewish United Fund/Jewish
Federation of Metropolitan
Chicago, Associated Talmud
Torahs and Jewish Child and
Family Services. The program is
administered by JCFS.
parent org founded
1944 (JCFS)

REACH (Resources for
Educational Achievement,
Collaboration and Health)
Although many individual Jewish day schools
accept children with special needs (and adapt their
curriculum for them), REACH is the only program
that aims to be comprehensive, stretching across all
Jewish day schools in the Chicago area and offering
support, streamlining, coordination of funding and
more to ensure that students with a wide range of
learning styles are served. One way it accomplishes
this goal is with the REACH school assessment,
which gauges the strengths and areas of need
within each school. REACH also has professional
development programs, which are changing the
way Jewish day schools think about students and
improving teachers’ abilities to integrate different
types of learners in both Judaic and secular studies.
REACH does its work by focusing on four main areas:
1) direct services and 2) consultation, connecting
students and family to affordable diagnostic testing as
well as funneling qualifying students to language and
occupational therapists; 3) professional development,
including highly effective coaching programs; and
4) community collaboration, coordinating services
and providers in different schools and different areas
in Chicago. But perhaps most important, REACH is
changing the thinking within Jewish day schools by
unapologetically tackling tough issues. Specifically,
rather than segregating students who learn differently
and sending them to separate schools, Jewish day
schools—thanks to the influence and support of
REACH—are now more willing and able to integrate
these students into their classrooms.

SVARA: A Traditionally
Radical Yeshiva

Historically, the Talmud and the experience of learning
it have been reserved for a minority of the Jewish
population: male, straight, observant, from a certain
community that worships G-d in a particular way—
requirements that exclude 95 percent of Jews. That
excluded majority are the Jews that SVARA aims to
reach. A “traditionally radical yeshiva dedicated to the
serious study of Talmud and committed to the queer
experience,” SVARA deliberately cultivates diversity
as well as rigorous learning, whatever a student’s level
of Hebrew. Just as important, SVARA maintains that
queer Jews have something unique—and essential—to
teach everyone about what it means to be Jewish.
The cornerstone of SVARA is its Talmud classes, given
once-weekly for teens, twice-weekly for adults—in
partnership with other Chicago Jewish organizations
such as Mishkan and AVODAH (both also in this
year’s guide)—as well as one-off “taste of” Talmud
nights and a weeklong intensive summer retreat.
SVARA bills itself as the only “queer-positive, lefty,
feminist…space where people can learn Talmud in
the original, serious, rigorous way.” Attracting the best
and the brightest, beginners and advanced scholars,
it creates an environment where Jews can learn
in a spiritual way, as it motivates them to become
leaders. Indeed, so many SVARA-niks have gone on
to rabbinical school that the director of admissions at
Hebrew Union College flew to Chicago to observe the
classes. By giving its students a demanding, spiritually
satisfying experience that empowers outsiders to be
players, SVARA is broadening the definition of what
it means to be Jewish—and a Talmudic scholar.
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A traditionally
radical yeshiva
dedicated to the
serious study
of Talmud and
committed to the
queer experience.

contact
Rabbi Benay Lappe
email
benay@svara.org
phone
847-644-1889
website
www.svara.org
twitter
@SVARA_Yeshiva
address
P.O. Box 529
Evanston, IL 60204
founded
2003
board chair(s)
Rabbi Benay Lappe
2015 expenses
$340,000
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Adults
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with Special Needs
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Baby Boomers
jBaby Chicago
Children
B’nai Mitzvah Revolution
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Jewish Enrichment Center
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with Special Needs
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Achievement, Collaboration and Health)
College Students
KAHAL: Your Jewish Home Abroad
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Annual Expenses
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Other Information

What is Slingshot?
The core of the idea that became Slingshot developed
organically following a 2003 weekend retreat for a
dozen young Jews who were preparing to become
involved in their families’ philanthropic efforts.
Participants wanted to learn how to navigate the
alphabet soup of the Jewish community and sort
out which organizations resonated for themselves
and their peers. Slingshot: A Resource Guide to
Jewish Innovation was launched shortly after as
a Zagat-style guidebook to highlight the most
innovative nonprofits in North America each year.
What is the Slingshot Fund?
Since 2007, the next-generation funders responsible
for Slingshot have taken their concept a step further
by supporting innovative Jewish organizations
through the Slingshot Fund. In conjunction with
their peers, Slingshot Fund members pool their
funds, review proposals, conduct site visits and
make allocation decisions. Being part of the
Slingshot Fund offers members opportunities to
connect with peers, explore Jewish interests, find
causes that are meaningful to their own identities
and experiences, and hone leadership skills.
Why should I join the Slingshot Fund 2016?
The Slingshot Fund offers grant-making training to
next-generation funders across the country. Members
may join to build relationships with other funders in
their 20s and 30s, explore the Jewish not-for-profit
world, learn more about grant-making or simply
have philanthropic experiences independent of their
families. There is no one-size-fits-all reason for joining,
but if you are interested in having a peer grantmaking experience, leveraging your giving, joining
a community of next generation philanthropists,
receiving grant-making training or learning about
cutting-edge Jewish organizations across North
America, the Slingshot Fund may be right for you.
How does the Slingshot Fund work?
All organizations featured in Slingshot in a given
year are eligible to apply for a Slingshot Fund grant.
Slingshot Fund members pool their donations
and spend five months examining proposals,
conducting site visits and selecting grantees whose
organizations not only fit the criteria, but who
also resonate with a next-generation audience.
www.slingshotfund.org

Grand Street
The idea for Slingshot and the Slingshot Fund
has evolved through the Grand Street network.
Grand Street is a meeting place for young
Jews (18 to 28 years old) who are involved
or will be involved as leaders in their families’
philanthropic efforts. Beginning in 2002 with
12 people meeting for a weekend to ask their
own questions, Grand Street seeks to develop
a Jewish philanthropic analysis and capacity
for strategic thinking, as well as to create a
space where members can pursue personal
development and build a network of peers in
similar positions of philanthropic responsibility.
A new cohort of 12 individuals is added each year.
Some participants are in college or have recently
graduated, some have already assumed roles
within their families’ foundations, and many
others are just becoming aware of those
imminent responsibilities. All feel alone in
being young and associated with philanthropic
wealth. Many struggle with allocating, or
planning to allocate, money while also seeking
to reconcile their personal passions with their
families’ interests, both Jewish and universal.
http://2164.net/we-offer/convening

The Jack and Goldie Wolfe Miller Fund is the result of
an organizational evolution of the Jack Miller family’s
philanthropy. He believes it is his responsibility to
preserve, add to and pass on to future generations
those benefits and opportunities. Our mission is to use
our resources to support entities and initiatives that
adhere to Jack Miller’s core beliefs, while binding the
members of Jack Miller’s family together through a
common charitable endeavor.
Please visit www.gojmff.org to learn more.

Crown Family Philanthropies (CFP) combines high family
engagement with a focus on strategic approaches to
meaningful social issues. Program areas include Jewish
communal life, poverty and medical science in Israel,
arts and culture, civic affairs, education, environment,
health, and human services.
Please visit www.crownmemorial.org to learn more.
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